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Abstract  Data quality management is an important issue these days. Improve data quality by providing 
consistent metadata. This study presents algorithms that facilitate standard word dictionary management 
for consistent metadata management. Algorithms are presented to automate synonyms management of 
database metadata through web dictionary crawling. It also improves the accuracy of the data by 
resolving homonym distinction issues that may arise during the web dictionary crawling process. The 
algorithm proposed in this study increases the reliability of metadata data quality compared to the 
existing passive management. It can also reduce the time spent on registering and managing synonym 
data.  Further research on the new data standardization partial automation model will need to be 
continued, with a detailed understanding of some of the automatable tasks in future data 
standardization activities.
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요  약  데이터 품질 관리는 최근 중요한 이슈로 자리잡았다. 데이터베이스의 메타데이터 표준화는 데이터 품질관리 
방안 중 하나이다. 본 연구에서는 일관된 메타데이터 관리를 위하여 표준단어사전 관리를 지원하는 알고리즘을 제시한
다. 해당 알고리즘은 웹 사전 크롤링을 통해 데이터베이스 메타데이터의 동의어 관리 자동화를 지원한다. 또한 웹 사전 
크롤링 과정에서 생길 수 있는 동음이의어 판별 이슈를 해결하여 데이터의 정확도를 향상시킨다. 본 연구에서 제안하는 
알고리즘은 기존의 수동적 관리에 비해 메타데이터 데이터 품질의 신뢰도를 높인다. 또한 이음동의어 데이터 등록 및 
관리에 소비되는 시간을 단축시킬 수 있다. 새로운 데이터 표준화 부분 자동화 모델에 대한 추가 연구는 향후 데이터 
표준화 프로세스에서 자동화 가능한 작업을 파악하여 진행되어야 한다.
주제어 : 데이터표준화, 데이터 품질관리, 웹 크롤러, 데이터베이스, 메타데이터
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1. Introduction
In this era of big data, a lot of data is being 

generated and collected. In addition, open data 
policies that disclose data from public 
institutions are implemented in countries around 
the world, and data sharing is actively carried out 
[1-3]. Thus, the amount of data available has 
increased compared to the past. However, low 
quality data is prevalent in large databases as 
data quality control cannot keep up with the rate 
at which data is generated and collected [4]. 
because of this, many companies are consuming 
loss and rework costs due to poor data quality 
[5-8]. For example, in a 1990 Senate report, the 
U.S. General Accounting Agency reported that a 
single agency lost more than $2 billion in federal 
loans due to poor data quality [9]. As a result, the 
importance of data quality management has 
increased. Data standardization, one of the methods 
of data quality management, exists in many 
areas. This study deals with the standardization 
of metadata in databases. Improve data quality 
by managing the terms used in metadata on a 
word-by-word basis to consistently manage and 
maintain metadata. And it can provide reliability 
and ease of use for the data.

2. Related Works
2.1 Database metadata standardization

The standardization of metadata in a database 
is to maintain and manage the metadata in 
consistent terms. In this paper, the table name 
and column name of the database among 
metadata are subject to standardization. To 
manage in a consistent term, a standard term 
dictionary, a set of terms, is managed [10]. It also 
separates the terms into words and manages 
them from the word units. The set of words that 
are consistent and managed without duplication 

is called a standard word dictionary. This 
standard word dictionary does not accept 
synonyms. This is because allowing synonyms 
lowers the quality of data standards because 
duplicate data exists. However, since synonym 
management in these standard word dictionary is 
carried out manually, the disadvantage is that the 
data in the standard word dictionary is unreliable 
and time consuming.

2.2 Database metadata standardization
A web crawler is a program that automatically 

discovers and indexes numerous web pages. It 
also saves links to web pages it has explored for 
future use. it called spider or web robot, worms 
[11,12]. Most of these Web crawlers have a 
link-based crawling strategy [13,14]. Web 
crawlers can reduce the time it takes to collect 
data on the web, where vast amounts of data are 
gathered. Web crawling varies in ways depending 
on the format of the site. The URL(Uniform 
Resource Locator) is largely divided into cases 
where it can be inferred and not [15].

The first is when you can guess the value of a 
parameter, so if you change only the parameter, 
you can access the page with the desired 
information. The second is when the value of the 
parameter cannot be guessed, or only some of 
the information to be crawled is provided and 
the full text is on a different page. Web 
dictionaries should search for a specific word 
and select it from the search results list to see 
the details of the word. Therefore, it has both 
forms. For search result pages, you can access 
the page by inserting the words you want to 
search into a specific URL as parameter values. 
The search result detail page corresponds to 
crawl when URL cannot be inferred. Therefore, if 
you want to crawl a detailed search result page, 
you should learn the unique number of words in 
the search result list to obtain the detailed search 
result page URL.
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3. Proposed Method
3.1 Proposed model diagram

It is important to manage the uniqueness of 
standard words in the standardization of 
metadata in databases. This is because it 
determines the quality of metadata standards. 
Synonyms management of standard words is 
required to ensure the uniqueness of standard 
words. However, it takes a lot of time for users to 
handle it manually and lacks credibility with 
synonym data. Therefore, a database metadata 
standardization processing model using Web 
dictionaries is needed. The proposed model for 
standardizing database metadata using Web 
dictionaries is as follows Figure 1.

Fig. 1. Diagram of Database Metadata Standardization 
Processing Model Using Web Dictionary 

When a user requests the registration of a 
standard word in the data standardization system, 
the synonym is crawled from the web dictionary. 
This crawling synonym is stored in the database. 
This collection of synonym data is referred to as 
synonym dictionary. Standard words are also 
stored in the database.

The database metadata standard word guidelines 
are defined as follows.

- Standard words should be defined as nouns.
- Standard words have Korean word, English 

word, and English word abbreviations as 
required.

- Standard words should not contain special 
characters.

- Synonyms cannot exist in duplicate.

3.2 Process for database metadata synonyms
    using Web dictionaries

Figure 2 is the process of processing synonyms 
when standardizing metadata using Web dictionaries.

Fig. 2. Process for database metadata synonyms 
using Web dictionaries

The processing order for each step is as 
follows. First, the user requests the registration of 
the standard word by entering the Korean word 
and English word data of the standard word that 
they want to register in the dictionary. Second, 
check if the standard word requested for 
registration is a word that exists in the synonym 
dictionary. A synonym dictionary has the value of 
the synonym Korean words, Chinese word, and 
URL. Compare the Korean word of the standard 
word requested for registration with the Korean 
word of the synonym dictionary to find out if 
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there is a match. If there is data that matches the 
Korean word, the user will be checked for 
matches by providing the Chinese word and URL 
of the matching word. If the user responds that 
they agree, the user shall restrict the registration 
of the standard word by judging that it is 
synonymous with the standard word dictionary. If 
not found in the synonym dictionary, it is 
determined that there is no synonym of the word 
in the current standard word. Therefore, it allows 
the registration of standard words. Third, use the 
Korean dictionary and the English-Korean 
dictionary to crawl synonyms for newly 
registered standard words. Fourth, check the 
number of synonym crawling data. If the 
synonym has been successfully crawled, there is 
more than one. If for some reason you haven't 
crawled the synonym, it's zero. Fifth, if more than 
one crawling data exists, store it in a synonym 
dictionary. If the number of synonyms crawled is 
zero, this step is skipped. Finally, the standard 
word requested by the user is registered in the 
standard word dictionary.

3.3 Synonyms crawl using Web dictionaries
The following Figure 3 is an algorithm 

pseudo-code that differentiates homonyms in 
Korean from web dictionaries and crawls synonyms.

word_en is the English word for the standard 
word requested for registration, and word_ko is 
the Korean word for the standard word requested 
for registration. In addition, ko_list, en_list, is a 
two-dimensional arrangement that contains data 
that crawls the search results of Korean 
dictionary and English-Korean dictionary. 
ko_list[n][0] is the Chinese word data of the 
results of the Korean dictionary search, and 
ko_list[n][1] is the detailed page URL data of the 
results of the Korean dictionary search. 
en_list[n][0] contains a Chinese word for the 
results of an English dictionary search. 
en_list[n][1] is English word data in the results of 
an English dictionary search. Only search results 

that fully match word_ko among the pre-search 
results are taken as values. match_china_word 
finds the same English word as word_en in the 
en_list and takes the Chinese word that matches 
the English word as its English word. match_url 
finds a word that matches word_ko in the ko_list 
and takes the URL that matches that word as a 
value. where URL is the detailed page URL of the 
word searched in the Internet dictionary. 
synonym_list is the value obtained by accessing 
the URL obtained earlier and crawling the 
synonym of word_ko. The synonym crawling 
algorithm first checks the length of the ko_list. If 
the length of the ko_list is zero, the algorithm is 
interrupted because synonym crawl is impossible. 
If ko_list is more than 1 length, locate an array 
row with the same value as word_en as the 
en_list by a repeating statement. If a row with 
the same value as word_en exists, take the 
Chinese word of the row and call it 
match_china_word. If the match_china_word 
value does not exist because word_ko does not 

Fig. 3. Synonym crawl pseudo-code using web dictionary
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have a Chinese word value, give the user a list of 
ko_list and let them choose the Korean word 
they want. If a user designates a word in ko_list, 
he or she connects to the URL, or match_url, that 
matches the word, and crawls the synonym of 
word_ko. In addition, if the en_list does not find 
the same value as word_en, the synonym is 
crawled by having the user choose as above. If you 
have successfully obtained the match_china_word 
value earlier, locate an array row with the same 
value as match_china_word in the ko_list. If a 
row with the same value as match_china_word 
exists, connect to the value of the same row, that 
is, match_url, and crawl the synonym of word_ko. 
In other words, the English word entered by the 
user is searched in the English-Korean dictionary 
to find the Chinese word of the Korean word 
matched with the English word, and the Korean 
word entered by the user is searched in the 
Korean dictionary. It is a method of crawling 
synonyms by selecting Korean words that match 
the Chinese word found earlier in the search 
results. The reason for using the English-Korean 
dictionary is that there are many homonyms in 
Korean. Korean words alone cannot be 
distinguished When the word entered by the user 
is a word with homonym.

3.4 Database structure
The following Table 1 is the structure of the 

standard word dictionary database.

No. Field Description Data Type NOT 
NULL

UNI
QUE

1 WORD_ID (PK) Standard word ID Varchar
(15) Y Y

2 WORD_KO Standard word 
korean name

Varchar
(100) Y Y

3 WORD_EN_FU
LL

Standard word 
english full name

Varchar
(500) Y Y

4 WORD_NM
Standard word 

english 
abbreviation

Varchar
(30) Y Y

Table 1. Standard word dictionary table 

Table 1 WORD_KO, WORD_EN_FULL, and 
WORD_NM are data entered by the user. 

WORD_ID is the standard word unique ID value 
as PRIMARY KEY (PK). The WORD_KO, 
WORD_EN_FULL, and WORD_NM values are 
required because they are UNIQUE values and 
cannot be duplicated and are NOT NULL data.

The following Table 2 is the structure of the 
synonym dictionary database. SYNONYM_KO, 
SYNONYM_CHN, and SYNONYM_URL of Table 2 
are values obtained by crawling and contain 
synonym_list values of Figure 3. SYNONYM_ID is 
synonymous unique ID value as PK. WORD_ID is 
a forwarder key (FK), referring to the WORD_ID 
in the standard dictionary table. It is a column to 
distinguish which standard word is synonymous 
with.

No. Field Description Data Type NOT 
NULL

UNI
QUE

1 SYNONYM_ID (PK) synonym ID Varchar(15) Y Y
2 WORD_ID(FK) Standard word 

ID Varchar(15) Y
3 SYNONYM_KO Synonym 

korean name Varchar(500) Y
4 SYNONYM_CHN Synonym 

chinese name Varchar(500) Y

5 SYNONYM_URL
Synonym 

detail page 
URL

Varchar(500) Y

Table 2. Synonym dictionary table

4. Results and Discussion
Fifty virtual data were applied to the model 

proposed in this study. As a result, 84% of the 
standard words were registered as follows Table 3.

Sortation Number Rate
Standard word registration 42 84%

Standard word non registration 8 16%

Table 3. Standard word registration rate

The following Table 4 shows the detailed items 
according to the status of the standard word 
registration. 
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Sortation Detailed section Number Rate

Standard word 
registration

Synonym dictionary 
registration 31 62%

Synonym dictionary non 
registration 11 22%

Standard word 
non registration

Synonym exists 5 10%
Standard word al 

reduplication 3 6%

Table 4. Detailed list according to standard word 
registration status

The most basic process of this study is that the 
standard word is registered, and the synonym 
dictionary of the standard word is registered. In 
addition, there are cases in which a word that 
already exists in the Synonym Dictionary, that is, 
a standard word that is an synonym, is already 
registered, and there are cases where a request for 
duplicate registration of the already registered 
standard word. It is a normal process not to 
register standard words at this time. However, the 
failure of the synonym dictionary to be registered 
despite the registration of the standard word 
deviates from the model of this study. In this case, 
this is the "Standard word registration >Synonym 
dictionary non registration" section of Table 4. 
This is 22% of the total data. This data is not 
suitable for the proposed model, so standard words 
are registered but synonym data cannot be 
imported. The reason is that although the English 
dictionary was searched, the English words of the 
English dictionary did not match the english word 
of the standard word did not match.

Another reason is that standard words are 
compound word or poorly used jargon. It was not 
a suitable word to search in Korean dictionary or 
English dictionary. In conclusion, 78% of the data 
were successfully applied to the proposed process 
of this study. Consumption time has also been 
reduced. It took about 35 minutes to manually 
identify synonyms, and three minutes to proceed 
using the proposed model. That is, time spent 
improved by 92%.

5. Conclusion
As a result of the application of the model 

proposed in this study, 39 out of 50 cases, or 
78%, were normally Identify synonyms and 
registered standard words. and the time spent on 
standardization also showed 92% improvement. 
The application of the model of this study makes 
the identification of synonyms reliable. This 
ensures the quality of database metadata data. It 
also saves time in managing data quality. 
However, if the standard words to be registered 
are jargon or compound words, they are not 
found in the general Web dictionary and 
therefore are not suitable for the model of this 
study. In the future, we will find out in detail 
where automation is possible in data 
standardization activities. And we are going to 
conduct research on the new data 
standardization part automation model.
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